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Abstract
The practice of commercial banks using transactional data to improve customer experience and profitability has become widespread,due to both the progression of a cashless society and advances in machine learning and data science, which has enabled the large-scaleprocessing of such data. Current research has focused on reducing the risk of credit events by analysing transactional data usingvarious machine learning techniques and, more recently, neural networks. However, the use of these techniques for the marketing ofretail bank products is limited in the current literature. This paper introduces a novel technique to combine data of bothwhere and
when customers spend money, utilising a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classifier, trained on a visual representation of acustomer’s transaction history. From this, customer spending behavior in each transaction category can be labelled. Distinct clusters ofaccounts were also identified based on their spending habits and personality type, using two simulated transactional datasets producedvia agent-based modelling and provided to us by Lloyds Banking Group, a major UK retail bank. All data supplied by Lloyds BankingGroup was computer generated, synthetic data. At no time was real transactional data shared. The techniques introduced in this papercould be used by commercial banks to improve marketing strategies.
Keywords: Simulated Transactional Data; Convolutional Neural Network; Behavioural classification

1. Introduction
The use of customer data to target advertising, improvecustomer experience, and increase profits has becomewidespread across multiple industries in recent times.Companies that can gain the most from the rise of dataanalytics, data science, and big data are companies thatinherently collect a vast amount of customer data. Retailbanks sit firmly in this category; in the UK, as of 2018,there are roughly 70 million open current accounts (Tre-anor (2018)) and, as of 2016, there are 39.2 million cardtransactions per day (Best (2022)).The transactional data collected by retail banks con-tains transaction dates and times, amounts, the locationof transactions, the recipient, and other relevant data; andbanks also have access to personal data about account hold-ers such as address, age, gender, etc. The volume of trans-

actions and variety of information contained in each trans-action gives retail banks the resources to leverage big dataprocessing techniques to make significant improvementsin customer experience and increase profits simultane-ously.
The main way in which retail banks make money isthrough providing loans and earning interest on them. Tobe able to loan large sums of money to people and busi-nesses, retail banks require capital in the form of customerdeposits in bank accounts. It is therefore logical to deducethat the more customers a bank has, and the more moneycustomers deposit in bank accounts, the more money thebank can loan out to generate profit from interest pay-ments.
Some retail banks also offer additional services to cus-tomers, such as credit cards and premium current ac-
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counts. These products provide the bank with anothersource of interest payments - in the case of credit cards- and regular monthly or annual fees, in the case of pre-mium current accounts and some rewards credit cards.It is important, however, for the bank to determine thesuitability of a customer before they are offered credit ora loan, as there is the potential for a customer to defaulton their debts if they borrow more money than they canafford to repay. Banks usually assess customer suitabilityfor loans and credit by performing a credit check on thecustomer.There is significant potential for transactional data tobe used to gain insights into customer behaviour. These in-sights would allow a bank to observe the general trends oftheir customers; the findings of which can be extrapolatedto the wider population of a specific area of the countryand used to direct marketing personalised to that area tomaximise customer acquisition potential. Insights couldalso be used to group existing customers based on theirspending habits and provide targeted marketing for prod-ucts that have potential to be attractive to a specific group,or create the products if they do not already exist. Trans-actional data could also be used to gain insight into thespending psychology of a customer (e.g. whether theyspend impulsively or are reserved and careful with theirspending), which has the potential to be used to directmarketing of products such as credit cards and loans awayfrom customers that are likely to have a credit applicationdeclined and towards customers that these products aresuited to.This paper will explore how projection and clusteringalgorithms can be used to group customers based on wherethey spend their money, and how Convolutional NeuralNetworks (CNNs) and data filtering techniques can beused to build a spending profile for customers. The effec-tiveness of these techniques at extracting useful insightsfrom computer-generated transactional data, provided byLloyds Banking Group, will also be assessed to determinetheir usefulness to a retail bank.
2. Literature Review

The majority of work in the field of agent-based financialmodelling is focused on the simulation of financial mar-kets and trading strategies (Poggio et al. (2001)) (Wanget al. (2018)) (Rekik et al. (2014)). There are also someworks such as Lopez-Rojas et al. (Lopez-Rojas and Axels-son (2012)) and Koehler et al. (Koehler et al. (2005)) whichfocus on using agent-based modelling to generate transac-tional datasets to enhance fraud classification algorithms.However, currently there is a lack of literature focusingon using agent-based models to generate transactionaldatasets for the purpose of analysing customer specifictransactional data.Moreover, early work in the field of analysing trans-actional data for banking focused on the application ofmachine learning models to credit risk assessment, at-

tempting to outperform traditional expert systems (Carterand Catlett (1987)). Further research as technology has de-veloped has utilised neural network models and advancedhybrid models to improve performance. Khandani, Kimand Lo produced a paper in 2010 that categorised consumerbank transactions by the nature of the transaction suchas: restaurant expenditure, bar expenditure, clothing ex-penses, etc (Khandani et al. (2010)). This data was thencombined with credit bureau and account-balance datato predict credit risk. The researchers observed varyingaccuracy in the assigned categories but an overall improve-ment in accuracy of predicting credit events when usingthe transaction data.
Unlike these studies, however, an aim of this projectis to identify clusters within the data where there are nolabels present. Transactional clustering requires the clus-tering of categorical attributes and clustering of variable-length sets. Hierarchical methods have been a prevalenttechnique in the literature but scales poorly due to itsquadratic complexity (Giannotti et al. (2002)). K-meansclustering is a popular alternative and scales linearly withthe size of the dataset. Density based algorithms assignclusters based on density neighbourhoods of points withinthe spatial dataspace (Zakrzewska and Murlewski (2005)).A comparison of these algorithms for bank customer seg-mentation found that the density based DBSCAN was aneffective approach provided its parameters are tuned cor-rectly (Zakrzewska and Murlewski (2005)).
A key consideration for clustering is determiningwhether the clusters should be “crisp” or “fuzzy”, wherethe former means points can only belong to one clusterand the latter allows points to belong to multiple clusters.A related study by Holm (2018) attempted to cluster indi-viduals using categorised transactions. The algorithmsdeployed for this used the crisp approach due to the inher-ent complexity of fuzzy clustering. Holm concludes thatclustering based on categories is viable but sufficient datais required to enable accurate categories of transactions(Holm (2018)).
Another core aspect of this project is the utilisation ofa neural network to categorise account time series data.The earliest neural networks were first developed by War-ren McCulloch and Walter Pitts in 1943 and used “thresh-old logic” to imitate the process of thinking (McCullochand Pitts (1943)). Deep learning, more recently devel-oped by LeCun, Bengio and Hinton (LeCun et al. (2015)),makes use of multiple processing layers to better learnrepresentations of data. Mirashk et al. (2019) use a Recur-rent Neural Network (RNN) to predict customer behaviourfrom transactional data; customers were assigned labelsfor their transaction volume and the model was trainedon these labels to predict transaction volume in unseendata. The RNN provides the benefit of maintaining LongShort-Term Memory (LSTM), first developed by Hochre-iter and Schmidhuber (1997), which is advantageous forremembering long sequences of information (Mirashket al. (2019)).
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used exten-sively in computer vision, utilising convolutional layers torecognise objects or patterns within images. The modelhas recently started seeing increased use in other domains(Albawi et al. (2017)). Lv et al. (2019) apply a CNN-baseddetection model to transactional data in a 2019 study tolearn latent trading patterns that correspond to illegal ac-tivities. In the study, a two-route CNN model is used toextract characteristics from the time series data, with themodel performing better than traditional statistical mod-els such as the IForest method (Lv et al. (2019)). The useof CNNs in bank transaction data is limited to this date inthe literature, and another aim of this project will be totest its application in this field through the identificationof patterns in visual representations of customer data.The clustering of unlabelled simulated customer dataand the use of CNNs to analyse this type of data in par-ticular, both represent gaps in the literature that shall beexplored in this paper.
3. Methodology

Our methodology comprises of two separate approaches.The first approach attempts to cluster customers basedon where they spend their money, and the second ap-proach groups customers based onwhen they spend theirmoney, using heat-maps as a visual representation of acustomer’s data. These approaches were then combinedto obtain a categorisation of customers based on both fea-tures. two simulated transactional datasete were utilisedfor this methodology (see Section 5).
3.1. Where customers spend their money

The first approach was to cluster customers based onwhere they spend their money. This was achieved by focus-ing solely on the recipient accounts for each transaction.These were categorised as either personal or commercialtransactions, which relate to transactions going directlyto other personal accounts, or transactions to commer-cial accounts, such as spending in a shop. The subset ofall personal transactions was removed, as this does notprovide any useful information pertaining to a customer’sbehaviour or personality type.Within the commercial transactions, there existed nu-merous different vendors where customers spent theirmoney. These were grouped into categories, with eachcategory relating to the type of transaction. For instance,categories included spending on groceries and on health-care. The total spend in each category was then calculatedfor each customer. These totals were then normalised togive the proportion of money spent in each category. Next,the difference between these proportions and the averageof all customer’s proportions was calculated, to show howmuch a customer spent in each category above or below theaverage. As well as representing accounts comparativelyto each other, this method reduced the effects of having

Figure 1. CNN model structure adapted from Gandhi (2018)

disproportionately sized categories.The next task involved grouping customers with sim-ilar spending habits together. This was achieved usingUMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation & Projection)(McInnes et al. (2018)), a dimensionality reduction tech-nique designed for global structure preservation and highvisualisation quality. UMAP uses a non-linear mapping,which makes it more applicable to this task than other,more traditional techniques such as principal componentanalysis. The similar data projection technique t-SNE(van der Maaten and Hinton (2008)) was also investigated,however UMAP was found to provide better clustering re-sults, as well as being computationally much more effi-cient. UMAP was used to project the data down onto twodimensions, whilst preserving the relationships betweenthe features. These original features were those describedabove - the difference between an account’s proportionalspending in each category and the average proportionalspending for that category. Once reduced to two dimen-sions, the density-based clustering method HDBSCAN(Campello et al. (2013)) was the used to identify clustersin the data.
3.2. When customers spend their money

The transactional data for each account in Dataset 1 wasconverted into normalised 9 × 31 heat map images whereeach pixel is the sum of transactions for a particular day.These images were then run through the UMAP algorithm(McInnes et al. (2018)) to cluster by like characteristicsin order to explore common time series spending habits.In the resulting projection, each UMAP cluster was thenlabelled based on the dominant features present in theirconstituent heat-maps.The heat-map images were then labelled based on thedominant feature of the cluster they resided in. This wasthen verified manually by checking the label on each heat-map and correcting if the label was erroneous. The datasetof labelled heat-maps was then split into a training andvalidation set, which was used to train a CNN (LeCun andBengio (1995)). The structure of the neural network can



Table 1. CNN model features.
SelectionHyperparameter

Sparse categorical cross entropyLoss ADAM algorithmOptimiser AccuracyOptimisation metric

be seen in Figure 1 and its additional parameters can beseen in Table 1.The optimum number of epochs for this model was thendetermined by working out at which point the model’straining accuracy becomes greater than the validationaccuracy (which indicates the model is over-fitted) andchoosing an epoch number slightly less than that. Themodel was then tested via a 10 k-fold cross validation,which is the standard (Brownlee (2020)), to determine itsefficacy. Lastly, the model was then compared to a baselineclassifier, which looked for trends by comparing individualpixel values.
3.3. Combining the two approaches

Following from Section 3.1, per category heat maps weregenerated from each account and were labelled by theneural network. Furthermore, they were also labelled ac-cording to the density of payments in that category i.e. ifgreater than 60% of the heat-map pixels were non-zero(indicating that the customer made payments on greaterthan 60% of days), the heat map was given a dense la-bel. Otherwise, it was given a sparse label. Lastly, the percategory heat-maps were further labelled by whether thenon-zero heat map pixels followed a positive skew, nega-tive skew or roughly approximated a normal distribution.This was determined by using SciPy’s skew function whichcalculates the Fisher-Pearson coefficient of skewness.As Dataset 2 contained account inflows and outflowsto/from companies, it could be used to deduce the salaryof some of the accounts. This dataset could also be brokendown into per category spends. Thus, the proportion oftheir salary that each customer spends in each categoryover the entire time-period could be calculated. These val-ues could then be used to create a population distributionof salary proportional spends for each category. Wherean individual lies on this distribution, for their spendingin a given category, can then be labeled depending on e.g.whether it is greater than 1 standard deviation from themean for that category’s distribution. In this case, thiswould be labelled as a high spender in terms of the propor-tion of their salary spent in said category.Lastly, a combination of the per category heat-map la-bels and the salary proportion spent per category labelswere used to determine the behavior of an accounts spend-ing in each of the defined categories.Accounts that had a salary proportion spent, for a givencategory, greater than 1 standard deviation away from themean of all customers, and a negative skew as well as denselabel on their individual time series heat-map, were givena impulsive high spending label for that category.

High spending labels, for a given category, were given tothose accounts whose proportion of their salary spent weregreater than 1 standard deviation away from the mean, anda positive/no skew to their time series data.Average spending labels, for a given category, weregiven to accounts with a proportional spend within 1 stan-dard deviation of the mean. Furthermore, below averagespending labels, for a given category, were given to ac-counts which had a proportional spend more than 1 stan-dard deviation below the mean.The high, average, and below average labels werefurther split into dense/sparse versions depending onwhether the heat-maps, for a given category, were labeledas dense or sparse. So for example, a high spender in agiven category could either be classified as a high densespender or a high sparse spender.Finally, consecutive spending labels, for a given cat-egory, were given to accounts that possessed consecu-tive monthly transactions in their individual time seriesdata. These labels were further split into consecutivehigh/average/below average spending depending on theproportion of the individuals salary spent in that category.
4. Data Simulation

The data used within this project was supplied by LloydsBanking Group. Two datasets were provided, generated byLloyds Banking Group’s proprietary in-house agent-basedmodel (ABM) of retail-customer financial activity.The simulation for Dataset 1 was based on a town with14,301 unique agents, which represents a proportion of thetown similar to Lloyds’ market share within the averageUK town. The town was modelled as a graph where nodesrepresent agents and edges represent the distance betweenindividuals.Dataset 2 was simulated in a similar way, with an in-creased number of features added to the agents and morecomplex behaviors implemented by them. This was alsoprocessed on a more granular timescale (minutes as op-posed to days). Due to this greater complexity, a smallernumber of agents (1304) were used in order to maintain areasonable run time.The probabilities of events and transactions in the simu-lation were determined by the traits of agents. These traitswere randomly assigned based on parameters, which in-fluence the desire of agents to perform certain actions,specified in the configuration of the simulation. Duringthe progression of the simulation, the traits of agents couldchange to reflect natural behavioural changes of peoplein the real world. Whether an action is performed by anagent is determined by random chance, with each agenthaving a probability threshold, based on their traits, toperform a specified action.The underlying parameters were based upon extensiveknowledge of transactional behaviour from the retail bank-ing community combined with statistics from UK opendata sources. No real transactional data was used to inform
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the model due to ethical and data privacy concerns. Be-cause the parameters of the model are based on extensiveknowledge of customer behaviour, the transactional datagenerated by the simulation can reasonably be expectedto approximate real world data.
5. Data Preparation
Dataset 1 comprised of several million simulated customertransactions, including a limited number of features suchas the date and recipient account. Dataset 2 was later re-leased providing further simulated transactions, with ex-tra features such as the timestamp and account balance.There were several data preparation steps required tocomplete the methodology. These are described below.
1. Merchant Categorisation: Commercial entities weregrouped using a combination of regular expressions (e.g.entities including ‘coffee’ in their name would fall intothe ‘Cafe’ category) and manual sorting. More compli-cated machine learning techniques could be utilised forlarger transactional datasets, however this technique wassufficient for the data provided.2. Cluster Exploration: Following the clustering of cus-tomer accounts, it was necessary to investigate the compo-sition of the clusters. This was done by selecting a randomsample of accounts from each cluster and visualising howmuch the accounts had spent in each category. Furthermetrics were calculated, such as the average spending ineach category for each cluster.3. Employer/Salary Calculation: Dataset 2 contained in-formation regarding account inflows and outflows. Fromthis, it was possible to calculate a customer’s employer andsalary. This was done by grouping and pivoting the data toform a dataframe with rows relating to each account andcolumns relating to the total income from each company.The employer and salary were then easily extracted, sinceeach account only had inflows from one company.4. Heat-map Production: The heat maps were producedby creating a pivot table depicting the total transactionsper day for each of the 9 months (which was the totalnumber of months in Dataset 1) for a given account andnormalising; thereby producing a 9 × 31 array for thataccount. In the case of the per category heat maps, thetotal transactions per day were limited to only transactionswhich were in a given category.
6. Results

6.1. Commercial spending account clustering

Application of the method described in Section 3.1 resultedin 13 unique clusters identified in Dataset 1. These clustersare visualised in Figure 2. This number increased to 14for Dataset 2, partially down to the fact that this datasetcontained more merchant accounts, leading to a new cate-gorisation including several new categories, such as edu-cation.

Figure 2. UMAP projection of commercial transactions from Dataset1, clustered using HDBSCAN. UMAP hyperparameters: n_neighbors=15,min_dist=0.1, n_components=2, metric=Euclidean. HDBSCAN hyperpa-rameters: min_samples=1, min_cluster_size=250.

Figure 3. Representation of Cluster 3 from Dataset 1. The levels of spendingfrom 6 random accounts have been displayed.

The clusters proved to be uniquely defined, with mostclusters displaying strong trends. For example, Cluster



Figure 4. UMAP projection of heat-maps in Dataset 1. Hyperparameters:n_neighbors=100, min_dist=0.1, n_components=2, metric=Euclidean

3 from Dataset 1 (see Figure 3) showed a much greaterthan average spending within the category children’s shop,as well as high spending at the butchers and greengrocersbut low spending at the supermarket. This shows that cus-tomers in this cluster clearly have children and prefer tosupport local grocery stores rather than the big chain su-permarkets, perhaps hinting at their personality type.Trends from some of the clusters identified in Dataset2 are described below.
• Customers whose proportional spending is well aboveaverage in both the exercise and sports shop categories.• Customers whose proportional spending is far aboveaverage for online shopping and food takeaway services.• Customers who spend well above average on groceries,and below average on clothes and other shopping.• Customers who spend far above average on clothes shop-
ping.• Customers who spend above average on home and
clothes shopping and personal care.

6.2. UMAP of time series spending data

The UMAP data projection in Figure 4 shows that Dataset1’s time series heat-map data can be divided into dis-tinct clusters. From analysing each cluster’s constituentheat-maps in the UMAP projection, the heat-maps can bebroadly separated into two categories: spotty heat-maps(Figure 5A) and heat-maps with a line in them (Figure 5B),which indicates consecutive monthly spending.
6.3. CNN to determine consecutive monthly spending

The optimum number of epochs for the neural networkdefined in Section 3.2 can be determined by the graph in

Figure 5. A: Example spotty heat-map. B: Example line heat-map.

Figure 6. Epoch versus accuracy graph for CNN architecture.

Figure 7. Boxplot showing accuracy distribution in 10-fold cross validation,with mean = 99.582 and std = 0.256.

Figure 6. This figure shows the optimum value is 2, asafter this value the training accuracy exceeds the valida-tion accuracy, implying that the model is over-fitted. Fur-thermore, performing a 10-fold cross validation on thisCNN architecture with an epoch count of 2 yields a meanaccuracy of 99.6% with an extremely low standard devia-tion of 0.256% (Figure 7). This performance far exceededthe baseline classifiers performance of 53.4%. Hence, thismodel is highly accurate at determining if consecutivemonthly payments are present in a given heat map.
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Table 2. Example output of the first 3 columns and 10 rows of the percategory labels from the spending type classification algorithm.
Account num Finances Entertainment Personal Care999118642 C&A 0 0998523058 C&H H-S A-D996805831 C&A C&A A-D995678156 C&A H-S 0992381583 C&A 0 0991509944 C&A C&A 0991462486 0 A-S I990438731 C&A A-S 0988743819 C&H C&A 0986910751 0 H-D A-D986577456 C&A C&A 0

Table 3. Per category spending labels and their meanings.
Label Meaning

I Impulsive high spenderH-D High dense spenderH-S High sparse spenderA-D Average dense spenderA-S Average sparse spenderB-D Below average dense spenderB-S Below average sparse spenderC&H Consecutive monthly high spenderC&A Consecutive monthly average spenderC&B Consecutive monthly below average spender0 No spending

6.4. Spending Type Classification

Table 2 and Table 3 show an example output and corre-sponding label definitions, respectively. The explanationsof each of these labels can be found in Section 3.3. Thesefigures show that for a given accounts transactional his-tory, an in-depth analysis of their spending per categorycan be determined using a combination of time series dataand total proportional spending relative to their salary,which can be used to deduce overall customer behaviour.

7. Insights

The results in Section 6 show that the methods discussedin Section 3 can be used to group similar customers to-gether based on where they spend their money and createa spending profile for individual customers based on whenand how much money they spend.
There are many potential uses for such methods fromthe perspective of a retail bank, however this section willfocus on analysing their usefulness in directing targetedadvertising of existing products to particular customers,creating new products that will appeal to large groups ofpeople, and identifying customers that could be at a greaterrisk of financial trouble based on their spending habits.The ethical appropriateness of these methods will also bediscussed.

7.1. Targeted advertising and product creation

Whilst retail banks are limited in the amount they candiversify the core function of their products from com-petitors, as the vast majority of banks offer current ac-counts, credit cards, personal loans, etc., they can bun-dle additional perks and incentives with their products todistinguish them from offerings from competing banks.Examples of incentives offered by Lloyds Bank, a UK retailbank (Lloyds Banking Group), in their Club Lloyds currentaccount are cinema tickets, a gourmet food membership,a free magazine subscription and free movie rentals. Theobjective of these incentives is to attract new customers tothe bank and to up-sell existing customers onto productsthat are more profitable for the bank.The results shown in Section 6.1 show that, using theUMAP clustering method described in Section 3.1, cus-tomers can be grouped effectively by where they spendtheir money. This information would allow a bank to targetadvertising for a premium current account, for example,to existing customers that have a, less profitable, standardcurrent account and already spend money on the perksoffered as part of the premium offering. If targeted ad-vertising to existing customers was deployed in this way,it could increase the adoption rates of premium currentaccounts whilst improving the customer experience for allcustomers by only showing advertisements that they areinterested in.Analysis of the spending habits of each output clustercould also help banks to develop products that appeal toaudiences currently not catered to by current product of-ferings. For example, Figure 3 shows accounts in a specificcluster that have higher spending in the children categoryand a tendency to spend more in greengrocers and butch-
ers rather than supermarkets. If a significant amount ofcustomers fall into this cluster, it would be worthwhilefor the bank to offer a premium account, credit card, orother product that offers benefits related to children (e.g.,clothing discounts, toy shop discounts, etc.) to cater to theneeds of this group of people and increase the number ofcustomers using more profitable products.The ability to profile a customer based on the frequencyand amount of spending in a certain category, using themethod described in Section 3.3, could also be useful to a re-tail bank for targeted advertising and product creation pur-poses. This is because if a customer consistently spendsmoney in one category (e.g. every week or every month),it is more likely that a product offering monthly benefits(e.g. free cinema tickets every month) would be attrac-tive to them, whereas a customer that has inconsistent,high spending in a category, might be more attracted to aproduct that offers one-off perks that provide significantvalue.
7.2. Creating a customer spending profile

Results from Sections 6.3 and 6.4 show that it is possible,using the methods described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, to



construct a spending profile of each individual customerbased on their spending habits over time. This could allowa retail bank to determine whether a customer spends orsaves a large proportion of their income, spends frequentlyor infrequently, spends impulsively, etc.
One instance in which this could be useful to a bank isblack-listing certain customers from receiving advertise-ments or offers for products that are financially unsuitable.An example of this would be advertising a rewards creditcard that has an annual fee of £500 to a customer that hasan annual salary of £20,000 as it is extremely unlikely thatthey will benefit from such a product. Another examplewould be advertising a credit card with a high credit limitto a customer that has impulsive spending tendencies andspends the majority of their annual salary, rather thansaving; this would not be suitable as there is a reasonablechance that the customer would risk getting into finan-cial trouble when using such a product and would likelynot pass the required credit check on application anyway.Using the customer profile to first filter which productscan be advertised to certain customers would ensure thatcustomers are only advertised suitable products and couldreduce instances of customers failing credit checks forunsuitable loans and credit cards which, in turn, couldimprove customer satisfaction.
As well as black-listing customers that are unsuitablefor certain products on a financial basis, the customerspending profile could also allow the bank to target ad-vertising of products that are most profitable (annual feecredit cards and loans) to customers that have high salariesand consistent high spending. The more of these typesof customers that use these products, the more profit thebank will make.

7.3. Ethical considerations

Whilst a potentially useful tool for a bank to target advertis-ing and acquire new customers, compiling transactionaldata to profile a customer and infer information such asannual salary and personality type could be an ethical con-cern. To open a current or credit card account, customersmust provide personal information such as their name,age, and address. It is therefore logical for a customer toexpect a bank to be able to use the personal informationthat they have willingly provided for other means; it isnot, however, immediately clear that the bank can use thisinformation in combination with transactional data to ob-tain a detailed profile about the customer’s personality andtendencies. Because of this, it could be more ethically ac-ceptable to present the customer spending profile featureas an opt-in or opt-out service that benefits both the re-tail bank and customer, or make it clear how transactionaldata will be used by the bank.

8. Future Work

The insights gained from the previous section and themethods described in Section 3 were effective in achievingthe stated goals of this study. However, some considera-tions are necessary for the improvement of the methodsdiscussed.UMAP provided an effective means of grouping togethercustomers based on the features in the dataset. The draw-back of the system is that UMAP is a discriminative modeland hence requires retraining on the entire dataset in or-der to include an additional data point within the clusters.A generative model would address this issue by learningthe underlying distributions and how the data was gener-ated. This would enable the model to scale more easily, asretraining and classifying new data points would becomeless computationally expensive.The second dataset provided by Lloyds contained addi-tional features such as customer bank balances that en-abled a more sophisticated model to be developed. Otherstudies have used datasets that contain other features suchas the cities where transactions occurred (Lv et al. (2019)),age, credit score, as well as more information about cus-tomer traits. Such features could significantly improve theclassification of customer behaviour and allow for a greaterdegree of separation between clusters that are generated.The CNN described in this paper was trained on a 9× 31heat-map representing the 9 months of daily transactiondata. A natural extension for the model would be the util-isation of a 52 × 7 heat-map to see weekday variation incustomer spending. A feature that could further extendthe CNNs capabilities in the identification of visual pat-terns is the inclusion of time-stamps for each transac-tion. This could enable the creation of multi-dimensionalheat-maps that capture total transactions by month, day,and time. This representation of spending could then beused to train one or perhaps multiple CNNs as in (Lv et al.(2019)); thereby allowing for the identification of morecomplex customer spending patterns.The applications of such a model are varied, but a pos-sible use case is to see patterns of impulsive spending ata more detailed level i.e. if a particular time in the day in-fluences spending behavior. This could provide greaterinsights on what advertising would be suitable for a givencustomer, as well as aiding in the identification of possiblyfraudulent activity where outliers appear in spending.Another avenue for further work would be the utilisa-tion of a larger and more diverse dataset where the userof the model could implement the model at greater scale.Furthermore, increasing the diversity and size of the train-ing data would improve the robustness of the model athandling real-world transactional data and identifyingclusters of customers with similar spending habits.One issue with the standardisation process discussedSection 3.3 is that the amount spent in certain specific cat-egories might not rise linearly with income. Take the ex-ample of supermarket expenses; it is not logical to expectthat a person with a higher income would purchase more
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food than someone on a lower income just because theyhave a higher income (although some correlation couldbe present due to the ability to purchase more expensivefood products). Because of this, it could be expected thatas income increases, the value for the proportion of spendin this category would decrease, as the absolute expendi-ture in that category would plateau above a certain income.This phenomenon is unaccounted for in the standardisa-tion process in this report. An improvement to the stan-dardisation process could be to separate accounts into afixed number of bins based on income; then the propor-tional spending could be standardised, in each category,based only on the mean and standard deviation of spend-ing proportions in that specific bin. This would reduce theeffect of this phenomenon on the standardisation processand allow customers of varying incomes to be comparedmore accurately on their behaviour.
9. Conclusion

The two stated goals of this study were to use simulateddata to design a model that could cluster customers basedon where they spend their money and when they spendit. Through the combination of clustering based on cus-tomer spending across different categories and the train-ing of a CNN on heat-maps representing customer spend-ing habits across time; this study was successful in accom-plishing these goals.From the results discussed in Section 6, customers wereable to be grouped into well-defined clusters based onwhere they spent their money, with unique trends iden-tified in each of the clusters obtained from the dataset.The CNN achieved a 99.6% mean accuracy in identifyingspending patterns across time, from the heat-maps gen-erated for each customer. These results strongly supportthe novel technique utilised in this paper for the identifi-cation of trends and classification of customers throughvisual representations of transactional data, rather thanthe traditional approach of using numeric data to obtainsuch results. The possible extensions to the utilisation ofCNNs in this field, discussed in Section 8, provide groundsfor further research and implementation of the methodsapplied in this study.In a commercial context, the findings of the paper arepromising for its potential applications in targeted adver-tising and product creation that cater to specific segmentsof the market. Moreover, from Section 7, the identificationof clusters based on spending habits provided insights onthe impulsivity of customers that can be used in conjunc-tion with known information about customer income by abank to determine suitable products, services, or advicethat are relevant for such individuals.The novel contributions of this paper, from the EMSSperspective focused on modelling and simulation, aretwofold: first, we have demonstrated that commerciallyvaluable research advances can be made by applying con-temporary machine learning techniques to synthetic data,

i.e. data produced by a trusted agent-based model; and sec-ond we have shown that this combination of techniquescan automatically extract commercially valuable models ofunderlying customer-types from the synthetic data—thatis, our system automates the modelling process. There-fore, this novel process offers a wealth of opportunities forfurther research in the M&S field through the automaticmodelling of unique customer behaviors.
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